INEQUALITY: A DIFFERENT PICTURE

Inequality is a complex subject given that people’s lives and identities are infinitely varied. Far
beyond simply referring to disparities in wealth distribution, inequality means different things to
different people. It can be readily visible in South Africa’s divided cities, but can also be persistent –
yet invisible – in the workplace, quietly undermining women’s careers, or in the lives of an 18-yearold living in one of Cape Town’s historically disadvantaged areas.
Although poverty levels are lower today compared to 1994, inequality has remained high in South
Africa and manifests itself in wage disparities, uneven access to public services, geographical
segregation, and rising youth unemployment. Black South Africans – and especially women – are
still the group most disproportionately affected by inequality.
Agence Française de Développement (AFD) is addressing inequality and social cohesion at the core
of its work. Social justice and cohesion between generations, communities, individuals and social
groups are key for economically and socially balanced development.
In line with its mandate, AFD has worked with award-winning South African photographer Neo
Ntsoma to mentor budding photographers Andiswa Mkosi and Ross Jansen. Questioning pervasive
stereotypes about ‘township’ youth, black fathers, and women’s abilities, the three photographers
aimed to portray how Sibusiso Nyamakazi, Renshia Manuel and Bulelani Futshane have confronted
various forms of inequality to realise their passions, sustain themselves and their families, and
ultimately bring change in their communities.
This photo project was realised in partnership with Igalelo, an NGO dedicated to equipping
entrepreneurs from underprivileged areas of Cape Town with valuable skills such as marketing,
accounting and management, which are essential to build a successful and sustainable business.
IGALELO is part of the INCO network, a global network of impactful startups.

Sibusiso Nyamakazi of Philippi Music Project
by Ross Jansen

‘I am an innovator, I spark things’.
Better known by his close friends as Mc Sbu, Sibusiso Nyamakazi, 27, is a writer, musician, activist
and businessman involved in several projects aimed at uplifting the community in and around
Philippi, south-east Cape Town. His life mission is to challenge inequality, so starkly visible in Cape
Town’s low-income communities, through the uniting power of music.
In 2015, SIbusiso founded Philippi Music Project, a social enterprise providing quality and
professional services to musicians from underprivileged areas and ‘township’ in Cape Town, at
affordable prices.
Sibusiso is a ‘connector’. He believes that music has a unique power to connect, boost and harness
the creative talents of young people and especially those living in disadvantaged communities.
‘People come to the townships [of South Africa] thinking they’ve got us all figured out. They offer us
engineering, medicine and IT bursaries. They say we need skills that are in demand, we need skills to
develop. But there are many of us who want to do creative things like music. Many among us are
creatives. There’s little focus on who we are and too much focus on what we need to become a first
world country’.

In 2015, while living in Philippi, Sibusiso found out that many of the musicians from the nearby
communities of Gugulethu, Nyanga and Khayelitsha did not have access to affordable music
recording facilities and services near their homes. That is when he came up with the idea of
launching a crowdfunding campaign to convert one of the spaces in the Philippi Village Container
Walk into a recording studio. And that is when Philippi Music Project was born.
In addition to providing a recording studio, Philippi Music Project is an incubator for aspiring
musicians. It enables them to explore the music industry through workshops, access to live gigs, inhouse and sound engineers, and free masterclasses. The Project sustains itself through studio rental
fees, events, distribution deals and providing services to aspiring artists.

Sibusiso sits in the heat and confined space of producer Nkululeko Gonya (AKA: FiveSix)’s
bedroom/studio in Nyanga. They’re working on a music sample and discussing possible ideas for
future projects. Home studios are popping up everywhere in Cape Town’s underprivileged areas, as
more people have access to low-cost technology that allows them to produce and sample music with
a computer and music-making software.
‘Sibusiso is an inspiration. He took the risk of not having a 9 to 5 job, but managed to achieve great
things, just by believing in what he does and being resilient. This is something that inspires me every
day. He taught us to be consistent and believe in what we’re doing. Sibusiso is always innovative and
gets us to think about the impact we make in our communities and societies, not just about money’.
Nkululeko Gonya

As a “connector”, Sibusiso needs one tool: his mobile phone. He is constantly on the move, while
incoming calls, messages and emails keep him on his toes. Without his mobile phone, his ability to
fulfil some of his daily duties would seem impossible, ultimately affecting his ability to make
connections and build relationships. Often using the colourful shipping container spaces at Philippi
Village Container Walk as a secondary work space, he is always ready to help, give advice, share
contacts and ideas.
‘Relationships are more important than money. Money gives us the feeling that we are invincible, but
without relationships, without a vision, we cannot achieve our goals’.
Through its business training and skills development program, French NGO Igalelo helped Sibusiso
expand his network beyond South Africa and into Europe. Igalelo connects the beneficiaries of its
program to its network of local and international partners, enabling them to access new markets or
increase their shares in existing markets.

Reflected in the office window is Cape Town’s scenic Table Mountain, in stark contrast with the
diverse and colourful landscape of Philippi. Sibusiso is always meeting and talking to people, be in his
office or on the streets of Philippi. He helps them unlock their potential and outline their growth
strategy, despite lacking the material means to do so.
Here, Sibusiso meets with Tawanda Gumbo who runs a local NGO that provides training and
employment opportunities to young people living in underprivileged communities. He is discussing
with Sibusiso the possibility of renting his studio to some of the youth benefiting from his program
and who would like to explore a career in music.

Over half of South Africans live in poverty, so owning a car is still a costly luxury for the vast majority
of the population. Those who cannot afford a car, move around on unreliable public transport, often
arriving late for work and important meetings.
For Sibusiso owning a car is a blessing, as it allows him to make those connections that underpin his
day to day life and business. Weaving through the narrow streets, he raps a few verses to the music
playing in the background, reminiscing on his younger days and on how he successfully steered his
passion in the right direction.
‘In 2013, I was offered a place in a project management degree at university. If I had accepted the
offer, I’d now be working for a construction company, in a 9 to 5 job. But I’m happy where I am now.
I’d like people to know that music is a great investment. But it’s a tough industry…you can’t expect
quick returns’.

The Imvula Music Program is one of Sibusiso’s many social uplifting projects in the poor areas of
Cape Town. The program incorporates music lessons in the extracurricular activities of schools in and
around Philippi, with the aim of encouraging children to pursue their music talents or interests.
Music instructor Paul Matiso hosts a marimba class for students at Sokhanyo Primary School in
Gugulethu on a weekly basis. During a visit to the school, Sibusiso finds out that pupils drop out of
the program once they graduate from primary school. This gives him the idea to extend the program
to high schools, as many children in the area do not have the opportunity to be introduced to music
or continue pursuing their musical aspirations and passions.
‘Music is a tool to start anything and everything. Music can heal people, create a revolution, make
people fall in love, help people pay attention to an issue. It’s one of the most versatile tools’.

Sometimes life throws us a curveball but you need to keep going! It is not the first time Sibusiso’s
car breaks down, often leaving him stranded in the middle of nowhere. Such daily setbacks mean
that he needs to act quickly, using his connections to fix things and keep going.
With the help of a former neighbour, he manages to get his vehicle towed and repaired at a nearby
mechanic within a few hours. But even then, Sibusiso never stops. While he waits for his car to be
repaired, he is either on his phone or planning his next move, thinking about the next person he’s
meeting, the next project he’s helping get off the ground.

Amplakeni Street in Nyanga was home to Sibusiso for 13 years. Many of his fond childhood
memories were made here. As he walks down the long narrow street, Sibusiso extends his greetings
to his old neighbours and friends.
‘People say I’m arrogant because I’m an extrovert. But if you come to me, I can change your life by
opening up new perspectives and possibilities. I’ve always had that personality – I link people
together. I’m the connector’.

A new day dawns and brings new challenges, but also plenty of new opportunities.
‘I’m doing what I love and what I’ve always wanted to do. In the next few years, I would like to
expand my business abroad, close that gap between us and the world through music. I plan to visit as
many places as possible, bring people to reflect on the impacts that projects like Philippi Music
Project can make’.
‘Music has that ability to affect us, to take us to another galaxy, another world where we are equal,
we are one’.

Ross Jansen
by Neo Ntsoma

With an eye for detail and composition, strong people skills and a solid technical background, it was
such a delight to watch Ross’ determination and persistence as he tried to capture every detail of
Sibusiso Nyamakazi’s daily activities, showing the difficult conditions but also his resolve and
resilience to succeed despite the challenges facing him, in order to realise his dream of running a
successful business.
Sibusiso Nyamakazi, the subject of Ross’ photo essay, is a very colourful personality. His story is a
very uplifting one, yet challenging to illustrate in pictures. Because Ross is a strong conceptual
thinker with a wonderful eye for things that go unnoticed by the casual observer, he managed to
produce a well-rounded beautiful set of images with an ease and skill comparable to those of
seasoned photographers.
Neo Ntsoma

‘For me as a South African, it's important to disseminate local stories and steer clear of portraying
stereotypes. Cape Town is full of untold stories. I don't need to be elsewhere to capture great
moments – they are all around us’.
Ross Jansen

Bulelani Futshane of Township Roots
by Andiswa Mkosi

‘I see myself as a community mobiliser, an instigator of change’.
Bulelani Futshane is passionate about people and social justice. He has focused his career on community
development and has worked with a number of award-winning nonprofits. In 2012, he founded
Township Roots to reduce the number of school drop-outs, develop resilient community leaders and
increase the chances of success among young students who attend low resourced schools within the
communities of Philippi and Nyanga, Cape Town.
Bulelani is a very involved and protective father, as he takes care single-handedly of his two daughters
Owam Azania and Linomtha, aged 9 and 7 respectively. In this role, he breaks the pervasive stereotype of
black men as absent fathers.
Bulelani’s story is one of resilience, advocacy, activism, fatherhood, selflessness.
‘My main passion is community development. I see myself as a community mobiliser, an instigator of
change. Literacy can help elevate the community. Literacy helped me - my mum is not so literate, and my
dad passed away before I turned 7. Growing up, we didn't have electricity, and only a few houses had
TV. The only form of literacy that was there to inspire my imagination was storytelling’.

South Africa is the most unequal country in the world and Cape Town is a startling example of enduring
spatial, racial and class inequalities. The communities of Philippi and Nyanga in south-east Cape Town
have a combined population of 270,000 people living in informal dwellings made of wood, cardboard
and metal sheets, but also in more formal houses made of brick and mortar. Despite lack of access to
basic services such as water and sanitation, these communities are teeming with social entrepreneurs
working to bring change in their communities.
Bulelani Futshane, 33, is one of such change makers. Having grown up in Philippi, he is very familiar with
the challenges the community, and especially young people, face in their day to day life. Through his
organization Township Roots, he strives to improve literacy among students attending schools in and
around Philippi and Nyanga.

At age 24, Bulelani decided to move out of the parental home and get a place of his own, half an hour
away, but still close enough to visit his two daugthers, Owam Azania and Linomtha, who live with
Bulelani’s elderly mother. Despite being a young father, Bulelani has always made sure that he is present
in his daugthers’ lives.
‘Understanding that the majority of fathers are absent in their children's lives in this country gives me a
good reason to want to be there for my daughters, all the time. I never miss out on anything, I follow all
their activities, I pick them up from school and always spend time chatting to them in the evenings’.

In South Africa, a woman is killed every 8 hours.
‘It’s scary to be a father of two girls in a country where so many women are raped or killed. I want to
change the picture of the absent father: I want to be the protective figure for my daughters. It gives me a
greater reason to show the whole world that I'm there for my kids and I will protect them, always’.

The minute you walk in one of Bulelani’s literacy lessons, which he runs every Saturday in Philippi, you
are overwhelmed by the feeling of joy and fun among the children, and immediately realise that this is
not only a place of learning, but also a place for children to have fun, socialise and make their voice
heard. The topic for this Saturday is children’s literacy rights and the students are tasked with narrating
what those rights are through dance, acting and music.

Bulelani is a father figure to many of the children to whom he teaches.
‘My work does not end after the Saturday workshop, but it continues in the community, as I often visit the
students in their homes to follow up on their school performances’.
Siphumeze Genu, 13, speaks highly of Bulelani:
‘uBhut (older brother) Bulelani really helps us and I have learnt a lot through the program. I look forward
to Saturday mornings because I know the class with Township Roots will be fun. I have built my
confidence with the help of Bulelani’s mentorship’.

Bulelani says that children enjoy his workshop so much because he is someone they can identify with,
because he himself grew up in a ‘township’. He believes that more people are needed to take action to
bring about change in their own communities.
‘I believe that the power to change our communities lies within. We need more of us to be the founders
and directors of organisations and companies that are running in our community, that are owned by the
community’.
He is very thankful of the coaching and mentoring he received from French NGO Igalelo, as they
equipped him with the skills necessary to build his business.
‘Organisations like Igalelo are key in connecting us with potential funding and opportunities, but also to
help us with the not-so-romantic side of building a business, such as accounting and marketing. Igalelo
helped us improve our administration and networking skills, they helped to polish our pitch by making us
rehearse an 'elevator pitch'. Igalelo is elevating young social entrepreneurs to the next level and for their
business to be sustainable’.

‘Car rides with my daughters are the best! They are the perfect time to bond with them while sitting in
the Cape Town traffic and really pick their minds on how their day went, setting the mood for the
evening’.
His eldest daughter, Owam Azania, loves the fact that her relationship with her father is not such a
typical father-daughter one.
‘My best time with my dad is when he reads to me and helps me understand my school work, because he
makes it sound so much fun and easy to grasp’.
His youngest daughter, Linomtha, loves that her father often takes them on trips and fun activities
during school holidays.

Bulelani’s gated home does not isolate him from his neighbours, as he knows all his neighbors and is very
popular with the little ones in the area. As soon as he parks his car inside his house, there is a small
group of children at his gate, greeting him and waiting for him to share laughs or sweets with them.
Bulelani is selfless and never turns his back on the community or his roots. Always willing to go the extra
mile to contribute the little resource or time he has with those around him.
‘I'm not here to sell poverty. I'm here to show the resilience of my people. I'm not ashamed to show that
our people are able to survive in poverty, and that they're not only able to survive, but they are
blossoming’.

Andiswa Mkosi
by Neo Ntsoma

Just a few seconds into the program, I was well convinced that we had made the right choice in selecting
Andiswa Mkosi for this photography project. In addition to being a photographer, Andiswa is a talented
lyricist and performing artist. The fact that she lives in Langa, one of the historically marginalised areas of
Cape Town, means that she has a genuine understanding of what it means to be on the receiving end of
inequality. Her tenacity, willingness to challenge herself, and her unusual duality between the disciplined
professional and the gifted artist make Andiswa special.
A self-taught photographer, Andiswa has a keen interest to use her crafts to bring social issues to the
forefront. For her, photography is not only about capturing images, but also about expressing hidden
emotions and revisiting memories. Andiswa’s sensitivity, her attachment to and respect for her subjects
comes through in her work, and could potentially be the underlying strength of her photography with
the right guidance and mentoring.
Neo Ntsoma

‘I would say that photography is a privilege. It gives us the chance to see “chapters” in people’s lives that
we would not otherwise see. As a young black photographer, I am able to change perspectives and
challenge stereotypes by telling the true narratives and rewriting those that have been told wrong by
outsiders’.
Andiswa Mkosi

Renshia Manuel of GrowBox
by Neo Ntsoma

‘My children are the reason why I’m an entrepreneur. I want them to see the effort I put in my work,
so they will put the same effort in whatever they're doing’.
An incredibly strong, independent hard working single mother, 36 year old Renshia Manuel is the
creator of GrowBox. She lives in Hanover Park, a historically underprivileged area of 34,000 people in
south-east Cape Town.
Renshia came up with the idea of growing vegetables in boxes in 2016, after being unemployed for
two years and struggling to support her family. From simply being a quick fix to a desperate
situation, GrowBox grew to become Renshia’s main source of income, in addition to satisfy her basic
food needs.
For Renshia, becoming an entrepreneur was driven by necessity, rather than choice. In a country
where 27% of the population is not in employment, entrepreneurship offers a viable route out of
poverty or unemployment.
Throughout her life, Renshia has struggled with the stigma attached to residents of Hanover Park,
which is notorious for its gangs and violent crime. Despite having to deal with the daily threats to the
security of her business and with lack of access to water, Renshia has always been determined to
push ahead and show the world that there is more to Hanover Park than violence and gangs.

A single mother of four, Renshia Manuel lives with her children in a tiny two-bedroom house in
Hanover Park. She came up with the idea of growing vegetables in boxes in 2016, after being
unemployed for two years and struggling to support her family.
Her luck turned around when she saw an ad in a local paper inviting aspiring entrepreneurs to
submit ideas for businesses that would make an impact in local communities. She entered the
competition with her vegetables-in-a-box idea and won first prize. She used the prize money to
formalize and launch her business with the name ‘GrowBox’.
‘My only qualification is matric (high school diploma), so it was difficult for me to find a job that paid
more than the minimum salary. I had no money and no knowledge when I started this business.
Everything I know, I had to teach myself. Everything I’ve built, I’ve done it little by little, by reinvesting every cent into the business.

Until recently, Renshia was growing her vegetables and herbs inside three greenhouses or ‘tubes’, as
she affectionately calls them. However, South Africa has been hit by a prolonged drought that has
resulted in water restrictions being put in place in Cape Town, which severely affected Renshia’s
harvest. Unable to afford an irrigation system, she was forced to hand-water her vegetables using
water from an adjacent school.
‘Being a business owner is challenging! I take three trips a day to water the plants in the
greenhouses, then I have to take care of admin and finance…it never stops! I struggle every day, but
I’m building something of my own. It’s a struggle with a purpose and a mission, and I know that I
have the skills and the determination to get there’.

As an entrepreneur, Renshia was often discouraged by her own family who kept telling her to ‘get a
proper job’. As a woman, she was often undermined by men who questioned her abilities.
‘A few times, men have tried to undermine me. But instead of getting angry, I’ve learnt to engage
with them and show them that I’m on the same level as them, that I’m perfectly capable of doing
what I do! Growing my own business has encouraged me to become more vocal, express my opinion,
make my voice hear’.
In a country where 3 out of 10 people are unemployed, a ‘township’ address and lack of skills can be
an obstacle when it comes to finding work. Despite a period of high hopes in 1994 with the arrival of
democracy under Nelson Mandela, South Africa is still to overcome decades of economic inequality
between ethnic groups. The majority (80%) of South Africans are black, yet only a tiny minority
estimated between 10-15% among them has benefited from the economic grown that the country
has experienced until recently.

GrowBox allows anyone to grow food anywhere, as long as there is fresh air and sunlight. Each box
comes with soil mixture, seedlings and instructions on how to grow the chosen vegetables or herbs.
Besides being perfectly suited to modern urban living, it’s a great food security, eco-friendly
solution.
‘There was a time when I was unemployed and struggling to feed myself and my family, so growing
vegetables in my little back yard was a life saver. My mother taught me to never stop and complain,
to keep going. When she divorced, she rolled up her sleeves and opened her own day-care centre, so
that she could send me and my siblings to school’.

Many of Renshia’s customers live in high-walled homes in Cape Town’s well-off suburbs, worlds
apart from densely populated, poorly serviced underprivildged areas like Hanover Park. Today, more
than 13% of all South Africans – the vast majority black – live in informal dwellings.
Renshia’s’ township’ address has often been an obstacle to growing her business, as Hanover Park is
notoriously known for its gang-related crime and frequent shootings between rival gangs.
‘For us living in townships like Hanover Park, we are at a great disadvantage. It was really hard at the
beginning, because I didn’t have a car and none of my suppliers or clients would dare come into
Hanover Park. I had to do all my meetings outside [Hanover Park], I had to travel far to get my
supplies and deliver my goods. I even missed out on funding support from government, as officials
did not want to come into the township’.

Renshia benefited from a 12 month incubation programme offered by South African NGO Igalelo.
The programme equipped Renshia, whose only qualification is a high school diploma, with the skills
necessary to run a business completely on her own.
‘Igalelo helped me turn GrowBox from an idea into a business. They taught me how to do my own
administration, accounting, and how to present my business to potential clients and funders. They
took us to networking events and introduced us to a lot of people’.
The ride has not always been uphill for Renshia, as lack of capital is still a huge obstacle to
developing her business. Cognisant of this, Renshia tries to attend as many events and meetings as
possible, hoping to widen her customer base and find potential angel investors.

‘My children help me whenever they can. For example, my eldest son Ju-dain helps me carry the
plants and the soil, he plants the seedlings, waters the boxes, and even builds shades’.
Renshia’s children are clearly proud of their mother and eager to follow in the footsteps.
‘When I go to school or I walk in Hanover Park, I always hear people telling me what great job my
mother does, that they saw her in the newspaper and are proud of her. My mother inspires me to be
a better person’.
Ju-dain Leibrandt
‘My mum inspires me to do great things and think out of the box. It has truly been an honor seeing
my mother doing the job she loves and I think this will take her far in life’.
Gizelle Leibrandt

Due to the drought that hit her vegetables and herbs in the greenhouses, Renshia moved all her
produce and tools to her her backyard garden. With the water restriction being lifted and thanks to
the money raised through her business, Renshia is building irrigation systems at the greenhouses,
and will soon move back her operations.
With no safety net or fall-back plan, Renshia’s continued to work hard, and increased her network
and knowledge in order to grow her business. Proud of how far she has come, she believes that
determination and hard work can help people like her overcome persisting inequalities.
‘Everything I do, I do it for my children. They are the reason why I get up every morning, the reason
why I built this business. I don’t want them to grow up in a township, I want them to get an
education and explore the world’.

By growing her business, Renshia is keen to challenge the pervasive stereotype of South African
townships as unliveable and crime ridden, and her business is a testament to that.
‘I would like to show people that there is more to Hanover Park than the gang violence everybody
hears about. There are good people and good initiatives coming out of this place. If we uplift each
other and empower each other, there’s a lot of good that can come out of it and then people will look
beyond the violence and the gangs’.

Neo Ntsoma
by Neo Ntsoma

Last year, I celebrated my 20th year as a professional photographer. In 1992, South Africa was still in
the throes of Apartheid and I was one of the first black women to enrol in photography school at
that time. The privilege of having been accepted amid the political and social upheaval in the
country gave the experience a surreal feeling. I felt compelled to capture black people’s struggles,
portray their dignity and pride.
At that time in South Africa, a black woman with a camera was a rare sight. I reminded myself that
my role was much bigger than having my photos on the cover page of a magazine or being a staff
photographer for a newspaper. I realised that by mentoring fellow photographers, I could empower
people and multiply their potential. Now that I have some wisdom and experience under my belt, I
feel even more obliged to guide other photographers to grow and succeed in this competitive
industry.
During the week-long photography workshop with Andiswa and Ross, we discussed how to create a
visually compelling photo essays and how to edit down images to tell a coherent story that can be
shared widely on various platforms. We met inspiring entrepreneurs working hard to succeed and
bring change in their communities. We crisscrossed Cape Town, shot a ton of photos, navigated
stressful situations and laughed a lot.
It was a privilege and an honour to work with AFD and share its goal to empower young people
through photography and storytelling, so that as South Africans, we can tell our own stories of how
we challenge inequality in our daily lives.

